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-Re-Conquering Antarctica (Byrd’s second Antarctic expedition)
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hands tuning globe
loading ship “Jacob Ruppert” with supplies - cows, dogs
ship through Panama Canal locks
celebration on shipboard - playing at shaving and making movies
POV from ship of Easter Island
on Easter Island: mysterious ancient rocks carved as faces, tourists
on horseback riding around large rock faces
POV from ship of New Zealand harbor
Byrd and group on shipboard posing for camera with dog
POV from ship of ocean and rough waves
dogs on shipboard
POV from ship of icebergs
Byrd with nautical instrument (sextant)
POV from airplane of ice pack and icebergs
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POV from ship through some ropes of six whales with some ice in water
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penguins
unloading ship
setting up base camp (Little America)
snowstorm
man with camera
dogs covered with snow
interior of igloo - expedition members cooking, cutting hair, smoking pipes, painting,
playing chess, examining dogs, on radio, man at microscope, shots of
micro-organisms under microscope, operating telegraph?
outdoors in snow at night
interior - cooking, dentist examining patient
U.S. flag undulating
digging dogs out of snow, putting dogs up in sled
men on skis through snow with dogs
penguins, seals
airplane landing (“MSS American Airways”)
Byrd arriving
dogsleds, tractors, airplane being filled up with gasoline
airplane taking off
interior view of airplane and POV from airplane of snow
(probably 1926)
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men and dogs on ice pack with dogsled trying to cross streams
between ice pack (several times) - most of the time at least one
of the dogs falling into water and has to climb back up on ice
dead dog in water
POV from sled racing over ice, view of other sleds with Eskimos
pulling seal out of snow
Eskimos into igloos
walrus
hunters in boat shooting walrus with rifle
(1950s)

